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ANGLAIS
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I Structure of the language. Choose the right answer
1- The students ............. cars are parked on the main road must move them immediately
A- which
B-that
C-whose
D-who
2- As she was walking ...........school, she noticed a man waiting near the gates
A- to
B-0
C-of
D-at
3- Lately .............weather has been quite warm
A- 0
B-the
C-this

D-no

4- I usually sleep late ..........weekends
A- 0
B-the
C-in the

D-at

5- The reason ….the car crashed is not quite clear
A- of
B-for
C-why

D-for what

6- We can live in the country and …………………work in Paris
A- always
B-still
C-through
D-although
7- She was watching ............. TV when the phone rang
A- at
B-the
C-0

D-to

8-Although the fire spread quickly, every body ...................... escape
A- is able to
B-was able to C- were able to
D-can
9- I wanted to buy some tomatoes but the shop I went to did not have .......
A- none
B-some
C-any
D-a lot
10- My grandmother loved music and she could play ..... piano very well
A- the
B-at the
C-0
D-a
11- A girl fell into the river but fortunately we .................. rescue her
A- could
B-were able to C-0
D-managed
12-The weather is nice right now but it .............change later
A- will be able to
B-is able to C-could
D-would
13- Mike's mother wanted ...................... her washing machine
A- that he repairs
B- him to repair
C- that he repair
D- repair
14- She knew everything about our plans because she ......................... our conversation
A- listened
B- had listened to C- has listened
D- was listened to
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15- I was woken up in the middle of the night by the noise next door: my neighbours
.................a party
A- were having
B- had
C- had had
D- must have
16- She suggested : “Why not .............. to the beach in the afternoon?”
A- go
B- going
C- gone
D- we going
17- The government has been making promises for the last two years but hasn’t ….any of
them
A- made
B-met
C-filled
D-kept
18- We gave ...... the police the information they wanted
A- 0
B- to
C- at

D- for

19- How did that window ............... ?
A- got broken
B- get broken

D- was broken

C- broke

20- Many people .......................... homeless after the flood
A-was reported
B- report
C- was

D- were reported

21- I didn’t cut my hair myself : I ...................................by the barber in the village
A- had them cut
B- cut
C- was cut
D- had it cut
22- Peter said that I ....................... in his flat while he was away
A- can stay
B- may stay
C- could stay
D- stay
23- When ............. your mother ............... ?
A- were / born
B- is / born
C- was / born

D- did / born

24- Can you tell me ......................................... ?
A- where Tom has gone
B- where has Tom gone
C- where did Tom go
D- where went Tom
25 After the walk, I was not tired but the children .......A- were
B- was
C- have been

D- 0

26- He won’t mind if I use his phone, ................?
A- won’t he
B- will he
C- isn’t it

D- isn’t it

27- Could you please stop ..................so much noise?
A- to make
B- make
C- making

D- having made

28- It was a nice day so we decided ........ for a walk
A- to go
B- going
C- gone

D- 0

29- I am worried as Tom seems .............................. weight recently
A losing
B- have lost
C- lost
D- to have lost
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30- My father allowed .......................use his car
A- to my brother to B- to my brother
C- my brother

D- my brother to

31- Would you …………..have an apple or a pear?
A- better
B- rather
C- prefer

D- like

32- I was warned ............................believe everything he says
A- that I not
B-not to
C- of not

D- not

33- I’m in a difficult position; what do you advise me
A- do
B- to do
C- done

................... ?
D- doing

34- He can’t remember .............in hospital after the crash
A- be
B- being
C- to be

D- been

35- My neighbours thanked me ........................ after their house burned down.
A- helping them
B- for helping them C- to help them
D- having them help
36-My brother works for ............ insurance company in London
A- 0
B- the
C- an
D- a
37- I prefer beer ................. wine
A- of
B- to

C- than

38- It isn’t as cold in Italy ………….it is in Finland
A- than
B- that
C- as

D- or

D- like

39- There are …………..job opportunities in tourism than in electronics.
A- few
B- fewer
C- less
D- little
40- I didn’t have ....... luggage – just two small bags.
A- much
B- many
C- a lot

D- few

41- These trousers are ………..tight for me to wear
A- too
B- so
C- 0

D- much

42- Tom works in a restaurant as .....................
A- waiter
B- a waiter
C- waitress

D- the waitres
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43- Can you recommend ..................good restaurant?
A- 0
B- some
C- a

D- these

44- Would you mind ………..the window? It’s so hot here!
A- open
B- opening
C- to open

D- opened

45- How often do you go to the cinema?
A- three or four times one year
C- three or four times the year

B- three or four times a year
D- three or four times in year

46- Who are ....... people in this photograph?
A- the
B- this
C- that

D- 0

47- Do you know how …………… change the tyres of a car?
A- to
B- 0
C- in

D- for

48- It was a public holiday so there were .....shops open
A- 0
B- none
C- no

D- some

49- …………… Paris for the weekend was a very nice break away from work
A- Go to
B- Go
C- Going to
D- Going
50- If you took more exercise, you ............. better
A- would have felt
B- would felt
C- would feel

D- would feeling

II. Reading comprehension:
Fill in the gaps with the most suitable word:
Pedestrians in Paris are used to ....51 ....... dog poop, but these days a new .....52........is
blocking the French capital’s pavements : smokers ....53.... the country’s new anti tobacco
law. ....54... February 1st France ......55...... a European trend ..... 56 making it illegal to
smoke in offices, so forcing staff out into the streets to light .....57..... The country’s strict
working-time rules, though, add a particular French twist : ........58...... smoking breaks be
counted as part of the 35-hour week?
Ther Economist Feb 3rd 2007.
51

A- avoid

B- escape

C- dodging

D- removing

52

A- staff

B- hazard

C- events

D- person

53

A- leave

B- fleeing

C- running

D- living
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54-

A- in

B- at

C- on

D- the

55

A- suited

B- went

C- followed

D- met

56

A- in

B- through

C- by

D- with

57

A- up

B- out

C- into

D- on

58

A- should

B- would

C- are

D- ought

III. Idiomatic expressions:
59- The expression : “you must leave your room by Saturday’ means:
A- you must have left before Saturday
B- you have to leave on Saturday morning
C- you can stay in the room until Sunday
D- you must leave after Saturday
60- The expression : « education and skills are Britain’s weak spots” means:
A- British children don’t practise enough sports
B- Compared to other countries, Britain fares better in education and skills
C- education and skills are a problem in Britain
D- Some parts of Britain don’t do enough to develop education and skills

IV. Error recognition : Select the wrong part in each sentence
61- Export services is quite easy to achieve with the development of modern communication
tools such as the Internet.
A- Export
B- quite
C- development
D- the Internet
62- For more that a century, pilgrims from all over the world seeking romance and passion
have made their way to Paris
A- more that
B- all over the world
C- have made
D- to
63- John is an acclaimed film critic and biographer whose subject have included Stanley
Kubrick and Robert de Niro
A- an acclaimed
B- critic and biographer
C- whose subject
D- have included
64- How many are you willing to pay for the rent? The flat is quite large and there are many
candidates
A- - How many
B- are you willing
C- quite large
D- many candidates
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65- Lower oil prices threaten Venezuela’s expensive revolution. But the county is not about
to run out of cash soon
A- threaten B- Venezuela’s expensive revolution
C- the county
D- run out of
66- The more people worry about risks within the company, the best
A- The more
B- worry about
C- within

D- the best

67- Africa is an useful place for studying elephant behaviour and discovering early hominid
remains.
A- an useful place
B- for studying
C- early
D- remains.
68- To create a magnetic field using electricity is easy : an electric current flowing in a wire
generates a magnetic field around that wire.
A- Creating
B- using
C- flowing
D- around
69- Dr Berman and her collaborators used a technique called functional magnetic resonance
imaging, (fMRI) which is sentible to changes in blood flow – and thus oxygen consumptionto measure how active particular parts of their volunteers’ brains were.
A- which

B- sentible to

C- blood flow

D- their volunteers’ brains

70- The last year Montenegro became the world’s newest state, and in a few year’s time it
hopes to join the EU, along with its neighbours
A- The last year

B- world’s newest state

C- hopes to join

D- along with
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